LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR THE HOST
A l l 1 0 pla yers are optional and m a y be pla ye d in an y
co m bi nation.

EXPANSION PACK 1
CHARACTER

BRIEF BIO

SUGGESTED ATTIRE

EMILY AIRHEART

Emily Airheart set a goal to become the first female pilot to fly solo across
the Atlantic Ocean. Against her critics’ predictions, she accomplished it
with ease. Emily was also an accomplished author and founded the
program called the Eighty-Eights, which supported aspiring female
aviators. Emily was one of the most intelligent women of her time. She
met a supposed untimely fate when she was declared dead in absentia
after disappearing during a trans-Atlantic solo flight.

Aviator uniform.
Goggles, bomber
jacket, leggings,
boots.

Lord Arthur Cane Doyle was a Scottish physician and author best known
for his landmark fictional tales about a detective named Sherlon Homes.
Arthur Cane Doyle served as a ship surgeon on voyages to the West
African coast before settling in on the mainland to complete his doctorate
in neurology. Lord Doyle died as an old man from an unexpected heart
attack in his home.

19 Century suit,
scarf, top hat, and a
pipe as an optional
prop.

Rosy Sparks is an American civil rights activist known as ‘The Original
Lady of Civil Rights.’ After standing her ground in her bus seat and
refusing to give in to the ridiculous laws of segregation, she became a
legendary hometown hero when her actions led to Alabama removing the
laws of segregation on public buses. Within time, her efforts also gave
rise to nationwide actions leading to the end of segregation in public
locations, thereby securing her status as a historical icon.

1950’s business
suit. Reading
glasses, headband
and small flower
adorning a bun in
the hair.

Dracul the Impaler, also known as Dracula, was the infamous prince of
Wallachia known for imposing fear in the hearts of his enemies. Revered
as an icon by his people, he protected the Romanians residing around the
Danube during his overbearing reign. Dracul established an evil reputation
with the rest of Europe from his cruel acts against humankind. He
reportedly killed up to 100,000 people during his lifetime and was
obsessed with impaling his victims on stakes.

15 century
medieval Draculastyle costume.

Xandra Goy was one of the premier chemists of her time. Best known for
her contributions to pharmacology, she discovered the formulation of a
cancer-curing drug named Bane. Rumor has it that her fame and fortune
were amassing at such a high rate; somebody may have had her
assassinated. Xandra Goy had no known heirs, and her collective wealth
mysteriously disappeared upon her death.

Futuristic silver suit.
Bangs cut in a
straight line (wig)
with an off-colored
hair (i.e. bronze,
silver, etc.).

James Jesse has always veered to the wrong side of the law since he
could walk. He was a member of the Jesse-Young gang, formed from of
a band of unlawful brothers. During the Civil War, he engaged in guerrilla
warfare. Soon after, there was a huge reward for his capture by the U.S.
government for his crimes of bank robbing, horse thievery, and murder.

Wild West costume.
Leather cowboy
hat, leather/suede
vest. Holster with
toy guns, cowboy
boots.

Pilot, Author
1895-1935
Optional Female

LORD ARTHUR
CANE DOYLE
Scottish Physician,
Author
1862 - 1932
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Optional
Male

ROSY SPARKS
Civil Rights Activist
1910-2003
Optional
Female

DRACUL THE
IMPALER
Prince of Wallachia
1430-1477
Optional
Male

XANDRA GOY
Pharmaceutical
Chemist
2060-2096
Optional
Female

JAMES JESSE
American Outlaw
1857-1880
Optional
Male
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LEWIE
HANDSTRONG
American Jazz
Musician
1900-1970
Optional
Male

LUCY BELL
American Comedian,
Model, Film /
Television Actress
1910-1985
Optional
Female

HAL SAPONE
Crime Boss
1897-1945
Optional
Male

ELIZA TUTOR
Queen of England
1532-1602
Optional
Female

Lewie Handstrong, nicknamed Sachno, was a charismatic trumpet player
from New Orleans, Louisiana. Considered one of the founding fathers of
jazz, Lewie exhibited groundbreaking trumpet techniques and was one of
the first musicians known for scat singing - an improvisational vocalization
using only sounds and syllables. Lewie achieved both a spot on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame and the Louisiana Music Hall of Fame during his
time.

1960’s trendy attire.
Trumpet (toy/real)
as an optional prop.

Lucy Bell was one of the most influential celebrities during her lifetime.
She achieved one of the longest-running entertainment careers before
settling in as a studio executive with LuDesi Productions. A five-time
Emmy Award winner, Bell has dabbled in nearly every aspect of the
entertainment industry from Broadway plays to runway shows. However,
she is best known for her long-running sitcom she starred in with her
husband, Loving Lucy.

1950’s style dress.
Red wig in a ‘50s
style updo, red
lipstick to finish the
look

Hal Sapone was the infamous organized crime leader of the South Side
Gangsters in 1920’s Chicago. He was a crime boss at the height of the
prohibition era and was one of the leading bootleggers in the United
States. This smooth operator owned the infamous speakeasy, The Grand
Gatsby. This menacing lawbreaker was never seen without his dedicated
mobsters.

1920’s mobster
costume. A fedora,
zoot suit and wingtipped shoes. A
pocket watch on a
chain and a toy
Tommy gun as an
optional accessory.

Eliza the I was the prim and proper daughter of King Henley the VIII. As
the Queen of England, she lived her life longing to marry her childhood
friend and favored suitor. Alas, she never married. She was unable to
wed for fear of an uprising since the would-be unity was not sanctioned by
England. Eliza died of natural causes, but some say it was a broken
heart.

Regal, full-length
Victorian gown, hair
in a large updo
adorned with
jewels, feathers and
a jeweled crown.

Your new site for YourMysteryParty.com for your guests’
pregame is: http://yourmysteryparty.com/backformurder
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